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Abstract 

University fiction by women is a special subgenre in the field of literature or study of 

fiction. The gradual uplift of female education in the nineteenth century with the 

establishment of newer universities in English societies is the context of the development 

of this category of the novel. This context has been used readily and effectively by female 

authors who virtually lived a life in seclusion from larger society which denied the 

possibility of female bildungsroman. The present essay aims to discuss these issues in the 

historical background and predicaments as well as the role of gender in fiction study. 
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Institutional fiction is a term that necessarily implies a vexed relationship to the 

institution, it depicts. In Frederic Raphael’s The Glittering Prizes (1976), we have the following 

conversation: 

 ‘So this is the city of dreaming spires,’ Sheila said. 

‘Theoretically, that’s Oxford,’ Adam said. ‘This is the city of perspiring dreams.’ 

(Raphael, 27) 

 

The conversation neatly highlights the central and often emotionally wrenching tension 

that lies at the heart of university fiction, between the realities of educational experience and 

certainly the privileged cultural position occupied by the idea of the university. Raphael’s pun 

suggests that in university fiction, ‘dreaming spires’ and ‘perspiring dreams’ function as 

complementary and all related aspects of the textual university. It is often the former frequently 

used as a romantic backdrop for exploration of the latter and also in a subgenre in which almost 
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all authors are recent products of the institutions they describe, the act of writing itself is 

implicated in the very experience it tries to capture. The act of reading university fiction is 

neither free from this type of ideological baggage; Paul Deslandes’s confession in the opening 

pages of Oxbridge Men – that, as an outsider, he first experienced and became fascinated with 

Oxbridge culture through fiction– is one that represents a normative, although certainly not 

universal, reading experience. 

 

University fiction urges the reader to consider not only the place of university life in the 

world, but it also necessitates a renegotiation of his or her own position towards university life. 

What this diversity of reading/ writing approaches suggests is that university fiction has an 

important role to play in both reflecting and shaping cultural views of the nature and purpose of 

higher education or university education. 

In a way, to label a text as a Bildungsroman is to suggest that its generic characteristics 

become more, rather than less, open to question. The definition of what constitutes a 

Bildungsroman has been continuously under debate and reconsideration for nearly two hundred 

years, despite the fact that it remains one of the most recognized of literary terms that we have. 

James Hardin expresses the exasperation of many when he opines that scarcely any other term is 

applied more frequently to a novelistic form and scarcely any is used more imprecisely. Now, 

what exactly defines a Bildungsroman, where the category should be placed, time or even 

language, and whether its boundaries are aesthetic, historical or ideological, are questions that 

critics continue to debate and perhaps will continue in the future. The first use of the term in 

1819 left the definition remarkably open and free. In a lecture entitled ‘On the Nature of the 

Bildungsroman’, Karl Morgenstern coined the term and defined it as the most exquisite of all the 

many types of novel, using Goethe’s Wilhelm Meister’s Apprenticeship as the prime example 

and focusing on the Bildungsroman’s gradual development of the character of the protagonist. It 

is important to note, for example, that many German scholars continue to view the 

Bildungsroman strictly as the product of eighteenth- and nineteenth-century German culture and 

it is, according to them, inseparable from the particular context of its time and language. Jeffrey 

Sammons, for example, who dismisses the taxonomic Bildungsroman definition of Anglo-

American critics like Jerome Buckley as arrogantly provincial, further claims that the concept of 
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Bildung itself cannot be separated from its bourgeois context. As a nod to this historical rigour, 

some scholars, including Tobias Boes, Rita Felski and Mark Stein, rather prefer to translate the 

term into English, calling it the ‘novel of development’, ‘novel of self-discovery’ or ‘novel of 

transformation’, thus avoiding the contentious use of the term Bildung. 

 

The term ‘university novel’ (or ‘academic novel’ or ‘campus novel’, or ‘Oxford novel’), 

is one that, like the Bildungsroman, is widely used and seldom defined. Mortimer Proctor’s The 

English University Novel remains the only book-length study of the subgenre before World War 

II and his definition of it as an academic Bildungsroman describing, at least in part, the student 

protagonist’s experiences at university (almost always Oxbridge), remains the most clear 

classification on offer. It is therefore the formal patterning of the Bildungsroman that gives this 

type of novel its exclusive characteristics. The university novel is a Bildungsroman of place, a 

growing-up narrative in which Oxford or Cambridge acts as the prevailing force and context 

upon the development of the protagonist. 

 

Oxford and Cambridge narratives, of course, date back to the Middle Ages like Chaucer’s 

‘Clerk of Oxenford’. The university novel, however, remains an essentially nineteenth- and 

twentieth-century phenomenon, with most scholars citing J. G. Lockhart’s Reginald (1823) 

Dalton as the first true ‘Oxford novel’. The subgenre arguably reached its peak in the early 

twentieth century, when the glowing reception and reputation of such novels like Compton 

Mackenzie’s Sinister Street (1913–14) gave a literary polish to what by then had become a 

significant popular phenomenon. Hundreds of such novels were published during this period, the 

overwhelming majority of which took place at Oxford and described the lives of male students 

cum protagonists. This explosion of fiction directly reflected historical shifts in the higher 

education system. Before the nineteenth century, Oxford and Cambridge were the only 

institutions of higher education in England. Gradually University College London was founded 

in 1827, followed by Durham in 1832, which initially provided largely religious training. Only in 

the late nineteenth century did other alternatives begin to emerge, with the foundation of civic 

colleges and later universities in provincial cities, including Owens College (Manchester) in 

1851, Bristol (1876), Birmingham (1880), Liverpool (1882) and Sheffield (1897) etc. However 
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unlike Oxford and Cambridge these new institutions attracted students from the middle and 

lower middle classes and maintained strong links with industry and trade. In order to remain 

competitive and neutralize this threat, Oxbridge promoted a distinctive educational model based 

on liberal rather than professional education, associating themselves, defining themselves and 

their methods as staunchly traditional or even ‘ancient’ in the face of new competition as 

provided by this newer universities. The university novel, therefore, flowered during a period 

when Oxbridge was not only being discussed and debated widely in the public sphere, but also 

related as being under threat. Such novels thus played an important role in disseminating to the 

public ideas about what life was really like in the newly christened ‘ancient universities’-Oxford 

and Cambridge. 

 

Such ideas, of course, were far from any neutral perception. Most significantly, the 

cheerfully careless effect that these fictionalized accounts offered were complicated by the texts’ 

use of the Bildungsroman form. The use of the form injected a dose of literary-psychological 

seriousness into books that tended otherwise towards the picaresque and farcical – when a young 

man’s development was at stake, the picture of Oxbridge presented ceased to be an amusing 

panorama and took on rather a seriousness which is worthy of its protagonist’s struggle, related 

with the ideological stakes.  

 

The other major trend in feminist approaches to the genre has been the logical one of 

arguing that a female Bildungsroman is impossible. These critics focus on historical realities to 

point out that, under patriarchy, Bildung was impossible for most women and hence could not be 

represented by women writers. They focused on the historical non-reality of female 

bildungsroman. This view takes into account historical circumstances and argues that a state of 

arrested development or non-developments as housewives and mothers was the norm for most 

fictional and real women until far into the twentieth century. 

 

These critics often see nineteenth-century narratives as failed Bildungsroman, 

culminating in suicide or the mental death that comes with the suffocation of marriage. Esther 

Kleinbord Labovitz speaks of the ghosts of failed nineteenth century heroines who stalk through 
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twentieth-century texts; Bonnie Zimmerman goes even farther, arguing that the only true female 

Bildungsroman to be found are the lesbian coming-out stories of the late twentieth century. 

Patricia Meyer Spacks equates female development with not only disillusionment but the end of 

growth altogether: ‘A woman may come to believe that lack of thought is her only viable 

recourse: to think about adulthood is to confront. A few scholars see the post-feminist late 

twentieth century as the exception to this grim rule; Rita Felski, for example, rejects the ‘novel of 

awakening’ in a sophisticated analysis of what she terms ‘the novel of self-discovery’, 

identifying a version of the female Bildungsroman as reflecting a new confidence resulting from 

the increasing cultural visibility of women and feminist ideology within the public sphere. Such 

accounts rightly highlight the historical/cultural forces at work behind the Bildungsroman and 

they expose the gendered nature of the model of development that it offers, but their accounts are 

problematic in that their fruitless searches for pre-feminist female Bildungsromane rarely stray 

outside the canon. Certainly no scholars have examined women’s narratives of university life. 

Indeed, one of the most frequently cited arguments against the existence of the female 

Bildungsroman in the nineteenth and early twentieth century is the lack of educational 

experience open to women. Following Jerome Buckley, these scholars argue that since young 

women were not able to leave the provinces for the metropolis to seek their fortunes or, in many 

cases, even to be educated at all, the raw material for the Bildungsroman was not available to the 

women writers, which is historical truth. If we only look at canonical works like Jane Austen’s 

Emma (1815) or Emily Brontë’s Wuthering Heights (1847) such a claim has some validity; but it 

on the other hand ignores altogether the many non-canonical middlebrow and popular works that 

portray women leaving their homes and families to seek experience elsewhere – including the 

university novels than we focus on in this study. 

 

At the height of the university novel’s popularity in the early twentieth century, women 

students had been a fixture at universities for nearly half a century. The cultural figure of the 

‘Girton Girl’ or ‘undergraduette’ often seems like a creation of the 1930s, but by then female 

students were already well established at both of the ancient universities, where they had been 

since 1869, when the first few ‘Girton pioneers’ rented a house in Hitchin, near Cambridge. 

Moreover, a lively debate about women’s higher education had been going on for decades, and, 
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by the late nineteenth century, had seen significant results. By 1869 women had been admitted to 

many university extension lectures and Working Men’s Colleges, and independent Ladies’ 

Educational Associations had sprung up in most major cities. The foundation of Queen’s and 

Bedford colleges, in 1848 and 1849 respectively, offered teacher training courses that aspired to 

higher education. In the civic universities progress was even faster. University College London 

first admitted women to select lectures as early as 1828; by 1878, mixed lectures were the norm. 

Westfield College, the first residential women’s college in London, was founded in 1882 by 

Constance Maynard, who had attended Girton, with the aim of providing higher education for 

women with a sense of Christian mission. Many of the civic institutions founded in the late 

nineteenth century followed this example, admitting women. 

 

Women’s colleges took on a parental role; restrictive rules were imposed, not only about 

chaperonage and male visitors, but about exercise and limitation of work. For many critics of 

women’s colleges, the success of Philippa Fawcett in achieving the highest marks in the 

mathematics Tripos at Cambridge in 1890 represented not a culmination of her efforts or mental 

ability but a lucky escape. In the minefield of potential dangers that threatened the female 

student, she had attained academic success without becoming unsexed or having a breakdown. 

The worst excesses of this sort of argument were abating by the time women were finally granted 

degrees at Oxford at 1920. However, the legacy of the separatist college system, material 

privation and health worries that plagued female students created a suggestion that for women, 

university remained an experience to survive rather than to savour. This view of student life 

created a particular dilemma for female writers of Oxbridge fiction. The female university novel 

faced a paradox: the Bildungsroman form demanded social integration and maturity, while 

female studenthood was often defined in terms of segregation, threat and survival. The result is a 

group of novels which feature a form and content clash of the most extreme kind; between them 

these two forces nearly pull a text to pieces. As a result, the novels are extremely moving but 

also strikingly uneven the form used often seems ill-fitting, or the content jarring and defensive, 

lacking the precise experience it needs. Yet however farcical they may be, these novels have a 

unique potential to challenge the settled values of most university fiction.  
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The female university novel provides a welcome dose of reality and discord and, in doing 

so, they explode the myth of educational consensus. What the women’s university novel 

achieves, therefore, is a particularly visible version of form–content tension that scholars agree 

lies at the heart of the Bildungsroman, and as such, it offers to the reader and critic a particularly 

fertile ground for studying the effects, among other things, of gender upon genre. 

 

In 1977, when Muriel Bradbrook described her experience as an undergraduate at Girton 

College in the 1920s, she referred her readers to fiction, citing L.T. Meade’s novel A Sweet Girl 

Graduate (1886) and Rosamond Lehmann’s Dusty Answer, (1927) both of which are set in 

Cambridge women’s colleges and which, despite their stylistic differences, Bradbrook 

characterized as telling essentially the same story. Today’s critical opinion could scarcely place 

Meade and Lehmann further apart. Meade, who wrote over one hundred books for children and 

adults in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, is characterized by Mary Cadogan and 

Patricia Craig as a minor school-story novelist not worth reading even for unintentional humour; 

on the other hand Lehmann, whose star rose after the foundation of the Virago imprint and 

subsequent revival of interest in female modernist writers, is now widely studied by academics 

and the subject of multiple biographies. By bracketing the two together, however, Bradbrook 

reminds us that university fiction, now often viewed as an insular subgenre, was in the early 

twentieth century a much more diverse and widely read literary phenomenon and divided the 

reading public, reflecting a wide range of rapidly changing views about not only the relative 

literary merit of Meade or Lehmann, but larger issues surrounding public morality, writing, class 

and education. It was the audience as much as the authors of university fiction who determined 

its generic boundaries and, more significantly, argued over what purpose these texts should 

serve, during a period in which the universities, and the cultural hierarchy that they were seen to 

support, were coming under increasing pressure. Throughout the early twentieth century, more 

and more novels about female undergraduates began to appear, their numbers eventually 

overtaking those about men in 1935 when four novels about Oxford women alone were 

published in the same year. As much recent scholarship has shown, the same years saw a huge 

expansion in the fiction market, which began to allow for certain texts, many of them university 

novels, to blur the barriers between bestseller and elite fiction, selling respectably to the mass 
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market but remaining what Q. D. Leavis categorized as much admired by the educated. It is 

surely no coincidence that Penguin books, categorized by Chiara Briganti and Kathy Mezei as 

blurring the boundary between high and middlebrow literature, was launched in the same year. 

There is a clear suggestion here that university novels, particularly those about women students, 

fit neatly into the category of the middlebrow, created by the development of both high 

modernism and the mass market. 

 

The university novels thus constitute a diverse group, ranging from the apparently 

conservative certainties of The Girls of Merton College and A College Girl to the tentative proto-

modernist explorations of Dusty Answer or Rosy-Fingered Dawn. Despite their individual 

preoccupations and the often very visible jar between form and content, most of the texts aspire 

to fit recognizably into the Bildungsroman and the smaller subgenre of the university novel. This 

subgenre is one in which form and content, ideology and history, are more tightly interwoven 

than in other Bildungsroman, particularly through their authors’ direct conflation of Bildung with 

the university experience. Sinister Street, the seminal university novel, posits as the symbolic 

goal of Michael’s liberal education, while The Cantab suggests that maturity can be found in the 

embrace of establishment religion at ‘God’s university.’ In Years of Plenty, Martin must apply 

his knowledge of geographical and class distinctions at Oxford to an adult life spent 

administering the Empire, and even A City in the Foreground, which locates Bildung in the 

communal activity of war, relies upon a vision of historically intact, inviolable Oxford as a 

symbol of growth. Of the male university novels, only Patchwork fails to successfully tie 

together discovery of the university with discovery of self; unable to escape from its own 

metafictional elements, it tumbles into a circular and reductive pattern that reminds us more of 

the characteristics that some scholars have ascribed to the frustrated female Bildungsroman. 

With this glaring exception, however, these novels and many others that imitated them follow the 

same repeated pattern, fusing their form and content to produce a favourable presentation of the 

university experience. 

 

What, then, is the place of women’s fiction in light of this remarkably unified standpoint? 

We have already noted at the beginning that work on the female Bildungsroman can be divided 
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into two categories; with some scholars claiming that the genre could not exist in the pre-

feminist era and others championing a distinctive female Bildungsroman with unique 

characteristics. Certainly a few of these texts would seem to back up the first critical view; the 

heroine of Rosy-Fingered Dawn lands herself, and unfortunately her readers, in a sterile circular 

pattern that seems to undercut most, if not all, possibilities for growth or escape; like Patchwork, 

the use of a deliberate metafictionality appears to have short-circuited the Bildungsroman’s 

forward drive. Other texts technically work as Bildungsroman but only at great cost. Both A 

College Girl and Educating Joanna eventually reduce female characters to catalysts for male 

Bildung; like The Pearl, these novels ultimately, and rather sadly, suggest that surviving the 

university experience intact is the highest form of learning that can take place for women at 

Oxbridge. The clearest example of a failed Bildungsroman, however, is without a doubt 

Trevelyan’s Hot-House. The novel’s arch parody of itself as a revelatory sex novel ends with the 

suicide of the main character, an unambiguous denial of Bildung, recalling Labovitz’s vision of 

the female Bildungsroman as populated by angry prefeminist ghosts of failed heroines. Despite 

the difficulties, many of the novels that we have discussed have successfully retained the 

Bildungsroman form and used it to acerbically comment on the female student experience. This 

often necessitates locating Bildung far away from the university, thus preserving the form but at 

the same time exposing the oppression faced by early women students. Our Young Barbarians 

locates maturity in post-war research in Germany, Neapolitan Ice in radical left wing politics, 

while The Only Door Out perhaps goes the farthest by locating Bildung in a convent. The Dark 

Tide and Dusty Answer both suggest that their heroines mature through the non-university 

experiences of war work and heterosexual love, but their protagonists’ continuing emotional ties 

to university life subvert this apparently clear division. Finally, The Girls of Merton College 

reflects Abel, Hirsch and Langland’s female values of community through its endorsement of the 

multiple Bildungsroman, for whom the university acts as a useful socializing agent. What all of 

the women’s university fiction we have analysed has in common, however, is a characterizing 

tension between form and content, the presence of Lukács’s incompletely resolved dissonances, 

which is much more pronounced than in the novels of their male counterparts. The few texts that 

ultimately fail as Bildungsroman, both male and female, do so not because of the difficulty of 

representing content impossibly limited by oppression or inequality, but because the form being 
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used has been compromised by the presence of another, competing generic pressure: 

autobiography in Patchwork, the self-begetting novel in Rosy-Fingered Dawn and the sex novel 

in Hot-House. In the rest of the female novels, representative content not only highlights 

inequality, (whatever may be their level of literary skill, this remains an enormously moving, 

splendidly angry group of novels), but through its visible confrontation with the 

Bildungsroman’s shaping form, throws into useful relief the hidden ideology within the male 

university novel and university discourse more generally. 

 

Thus we can precisely conclude, then, that the female university novel is indeed distinct 

from its male cousins, but this distinction lies in its radical content, in particular the 

representation of the injustices that faced women students, not in any supposedly progressive 

departures from the Bildungsroman form. Indeed, the jar between an apparently conservative 

narrative arc and a contrasting content merely serves to throw into relief the exclusion that 

women students felt from established centres of power. This sense of lively unresolved conflict 

should be seen not as a departure from the Bildungsroman but a celebration of it, reflecting the 

tension diagnosed by Lukács, Bakhtin, Moretti and others as a key component of the genre. The 

Times Literary Supplement commented that Sinister Street made readers feel sympathy for the 

normal; women’s university fiction of the same period exposes the ideological effort required to 

uphold and defend the version of normal that university fiction presented to the world, using the 

Bildungsroman as its weapon of choice. Its adaptation of this form usefully drew attention to the 

unexamined connections between an experience constructed as ‘normal’ and the perpetuation of 

dominant, exclusive and unequal educational institutions. 

 

For women of the late nineteenth and early twentieth century, the university was a place 

where some of the most intense changes in gender and class relations were being played out, and 

the university novel simultaneously reflected and participated in this debate. By studying these 

largely forgotten works, we can see not only a struggle towards female Bildung, but the 

development of a form that would be able to articulate, however awkwardly, the significant 

educational debates of its day. These novels treat the university as a world in miniature; by 

studying the world that they obsessively documented, we can come to the conclusions not only 
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about that world, but about the historical circumstances that led writers and readers to assume the 

validity of such a model in the first place. 
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